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SGA Elections
See pages Sa. 6a and 7a for The
Murray State News' coverage
of the 2006 Student Government Association Elections.

Lifestyles Sb
Alliance hosted its second
annual drag show Monday in
The Stables. Three drag queens
;tnd two drag kings performed.
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MSU hires Miami assistant as coach
.

tant under longtime friend Frank
Haith.
After bringing the program out of
the nation's bottom feeders, the Lions
went 44-18 in Kennedy's fmaJ two seasons. They won two Southland Conference regular season titles and went
to the NCAA Tournament for the ftrst
time in school history.
Ward said he was impressed with
Kennedy's recruiting reputation, but
the new coach has the luxury of coming into a better situation.
"When I started looking at this, it
was important for me to find somebody that bad the reputation national~
ly, not only in the coaching circles, but
with the media and everybody else as
a great recruiter," Ward said. "We all
know the lifeblood of this program is
based on the players and who we get
in here."
Before taking over the SE Louisiana
job, Kennedy spent two seasons at
Centenary College in Shreveport; La.
His team went 14-14 his final season,
Centenary's first non-losing season in
five years.
· The 42-year-old Louisiana native

Nathan CUnkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Athletics Director Allen Ward said
he wanted the complete package to
take over the men's basketball program. With the search over, he
believes the University has that man.
University of Miami assistant Billy
Kennedy was announced Wednesday
as the successor to former Head
Coach Mick Cronin at the Regional
Special Events Center's Murray Room.
Kennedy said he was drawn to the
job by the winning tradition, past and
present and how the search was handled.
"I'm here to win," Kennedy said. "I
know that, I understand that, and I'm
excited about the expectations and the
vision of this University. n aJso meets
the vision r have for what I want to do
and accomplish here at Murray State
University."
The only surprise for Racer fans
may be the fact Kennedy already has
eight years of head coaching experience. The last time Murray State hired

Melissa Kilcoyrw/lhe News

Billy Kennedy, new head men's basketball coach, addresses a
small audience Wednesday after officially accepting the job.
Kennedy was head coach at Southa former head coach was in 1978 when
Ron Greene moved from Mississippi eastern Louisiana for six years prior to
. moving to Miami to become an assisState after just one season.

received a call Monday to come to
Murray for interviews Tuesday morning. He was named head coach soon
after, and he had a chance to meet
with the current players that night.
Freshman guard Tyler Holloway
said 'it was tough waiting for a coach,
but he knew the administration would
pick the right person.
"I'm so excited by the whole situation," Holloway said. "I think they got
the best guy for the program, and it's
great for the future of our basketball
team. Overall, it's a great situation for
everybody."
Kennedy met with the players as a
group Tuesday night and then sat
down with the players individually.
His first priority as Racer head coach
will be to re-recruit the· four players
Cronin signed earlier in the season so
they do not go to another school.
Marshall County basketball and
football standout DanieJ Ard was in
attendance at the announcement Ard
has signed with the Racers to play
basketball next season.

seeWARD/3

Assembly
passes
.budget
for 06-08
Christopher H odes
Staff Writer
chodes@thenews.org

For the first time in four years. the
General Assembly passed a biennial state
budget before leaving Frankfort at the
end of the session.
The House voted 98-2 to pass the $18.1
billion spending plan Tuesday, one day
after the Senate unanimously approved the
measure.
Once Gov. Ernie
Fletcher receives the
bill, he will have 10
days to sign it into
law. If he does not
sign it within the designated length of time,
the resolution will
take effect anyway.
Fletcher can use his
discretion to exercise
line-item veto to
Sen. Ken aremove
any part of
Wmters the budget.
Because
R-Murray
the legislative session
ended Wednesday, state legislators will
be unable to override any veto.
Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, said the
budget included the requested $15 million for Phase m of the science complex
and increased base funding for the biennium.
The University will receive $624,900
in 2006-07 and about $3.3 million in
2007-08, he said.
"We feel pretty good about how higher
education was treatec!, how Murray State
was Lreared," Winters said.
The budget, which conference committee members approved April 1, also

Jefi Slinker/7hc New~

Students stray from m 1c do
Officials monitor
campus Internet usage
Emily Wuchner
Assistant News Editor
ewuchner@thenews.org

While a recent study shows one
in three students illegally downloads music, those at Murray State
fJ.nd other means of acquiring
music.
Stephen Bob, sophomore from
Hopkinsville, said he occasionally
downloads music, especially if he
needs to listen to a piece for a
class.
"I don't really do it aU the time,"
Bob said. "It slows my computer
down and increases the threat of
virus."

He usually copies CDs from the
music his roommate downloads
from the Internet but thinks rules
are necessary because artists put
money into producing music.
"It's a losing situation for the
artist because they lose money, but
l've also heard of people buying
the CDs after downloading the
music," Soh said.
According to a recent survey
from the University of Richmond
School of Law, one in three college
students illegally downloads music
from free peer-to-peer file sharing
networks.
The study also found the most
popular locations for students to

download music are on college tuclcy University, said some stucampuses and in their parents' dents download MP3s or movies.
homes.
but Western officials try to follow
Most students did not know all regulations and copyright laws.
their universities' policies conHe said the university's policies
cerning illegal downloads.
concerning illegally downloading
Janice Thomasson, chief infor- music are very similar to Murray
mation officer, said ~urray State State's.
bas not bad problems with stu"We do try to let students know
dents illegally downloading music there are lcgaJ alternatives to
in more than a year.
downloading music," Vincent said.
If students download music,
Vincent said students must be
Thomasson receives notification informed and educated about the
via e-mail and members of the policies regarding illegal downtechnology department contact the , loading.
student and tell them they stop.
"I believe a lot of students do not
She said the University blocks realize what they are doing is
the ports from which students ille- wrong," Vincent said. "Those that
gally download music.
do don't always understand they
"Even if they wanted to do it, it could get caught.
would be very time consuming,"
"Our students are very understanding. They immediately comThomasson said.
Brandon Vincent, network secu- ply and apologize and we don't
rity specialist at Western Ken- have repeat offenders."

see COMPROMISES / 3

Murray State still 'good deal' despite prospective $574 tuition increase
Vanessa Childers
Managing Editor
vchilders@thl!llcws.org

Kate Brockmeier hopes to
earn about $5,000 while working this summer, but a possible
$574 tuition increase next year
could hinder her future college
plans.
Even with two summer jobs
lined up. one at a daycare and
the other giving voice lessons,
she wants to enjoy her summer.
However, the extra money
needed to pay her bill for Murray State could require her to
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'' I'm getting a good
education for the cost.
Who wants to spend
more money? But I
still think Murray is a
good deal for what it
costs.''
Kate Brockmeier
Freshman from Ft. Thomas
work more hours at her summer jobs than expected.
"It'd mean I'd probably have
a lot less fun this summer,
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that's for sure," said Brockmeier, freshman from Ft.
Thomas.
Her parents pay the balance
leftover after scholarships but
they think the increase could
require her to pay for Housing
next year.
Brockmeier those Murray
State because the music education program has a strong reputation.
Despite the $5,002 balance
she could have to pay beginning in the fall, she still thinks
the University is reasonably
priced.
"I'm getting a good educa-

tion for the cost,'' Brockmeier
said. "Who wants to spend
more money? But 1 still think
Murray is a good deal for what
it costs."
With a $574 increase, Charlie
Adams, sophomore from
Beaver Dam, said he may have
to get a job when he returns to
school next year.
But the hike was not a surprise.
"I kind of expected it after
the budget issue and all the
building projects, but 1 was
kind of disappointed still,"
Adams said.
However, he realizes attend-
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ing Murray State remains
cheaper than many other state
institutions.
"When I applied for the University of Louisville (in 2004),
their tuition was about what
Murray State will be, so (the
University) is pretty reasonable."
Although no University
administrator has given an official figure for the 2006-07
tuition increase, the Council
on Postsecondary Education
parameters stipulate Murray
State cannot increase tuition to
more than $5,002. a 12.96 percent increase.
,

.•

"I think we should be as
transparent as we can be," said
Terry Strieter, faculty regent.
"It's important for the students
to know. It helps them prepare
for what's coming down the
road here."
He said last week if tuition
reaches the maximum amount,
it would bring in $9 million,
which would be split between
scholarships and raic;es for faculty and staff.
Strieter said he received a
notice last week that raises
were set for 2.5 percent across
the board and an additional 0.9
percent for merit.
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Jeff Slinker/The New5

Two students study on the steps in front of Lovett Auditorium Tuesday
afternoon to enjoy the nice weather and get in some homework time.

Leadership class promotes
organization with cookout

Event encourages student
participation in election

The Youth and Non-Profit Leadership
class will host a cookout at ll a.m. Tuesday
•
next to the Carr Health Building.
Some of the food at the event includes
sno,w cones, cotton candy and 'Thai food .
Tickets for a gift basket raffle may be purchased for $1 at the event or during the prior
week at a table in the Curris Center.
Proceeds from the event will go to Character Counts, a program that teacher character education through the six pillars of character.

The Student Government Association
and the Campus Activities Board will
sponsor Murray Madness to promote SGA
elections.
The event will be held from 6 p.m. to 10
p.m. Monday between Winslow Dining
Hall and Hart College.
The event will include free food, drinks,
music and games.
For more information, phone the SGA
office at 809-6951.

Interested students must
Waterfield library assigns turn in applications today
second floor as quiet area
Students interested in becoming cam-

tion to Kirt M. Watts,21. junior
from ·raylorsville, for disregarding
2:19 a.m. A caller repon ed the elea stop sign in the Curris Center
vator distress button was activated
parking lot.
at Elizabeth College. The front desk
Sunday,
April 9
reported the elevators were work·
ing properly.
12:24 a.m. A l'allcr from Clark Col12:S5 p.m. Police issued a citation lege reported a possihle sexual
to Marshall B. Wolfe. 22, freshman assault that o~curreJ off-campus.
from Cadiz. for expfred registration. The Murray Pulice Depanmcm w-as
6:30 a.m. A caller rcpprted a car advised, and a repon was taken.
alarm going off at the residential 3:20 a.m. A caller from llart Col·
college circle. The alarm had lege reported a subject trying to
stopped upon officer arrival and no entcr the building from the seventh
contact was made with the owner.
floor balcony. The subject was gone
12:25 p .m. A caller reported a Mur- upon officer :1rrival.
ray State banner by the I and 'J' 3:28a.m. The resid.:nt•e diredor of
building came apart and could fall · Rl'gents College reported a mess on
on a vehicle. Facilities Management the lOth floor that needed attt!ntion.
was notified.
Central Plant was notified.
9:19 p.m. An officer arrestl•d
Robert A. Bahb, 30. a non-student
Friday, April 7
from Lexington at five Points lot.
1:39 a.m. An officer issued a cita·
The passengt•r in the car took the
tion to James R. Stewart, 20, fresh·
man from Hickman, for possession whidl~. A report was taken.
10:21 p.m. A caller from the College
of alcohol by a minor and in possesCourts reported a noise complaint.
sion of an altered operators license.
The call was turned to the resident
The report was sent to record man·
adviser on call for College Courts.
agement systems.
2:44a.m. An officer arrested James
R. Stewart, who was issued a dta· Monday, April 10
tion at 1:39 a.m.. for alcohol intoxi· 3:02 p.m. A caller from Winslow
Dining Hall reported a subject
c_a tion. A report was taken.
4:24 p.m. A caller reported that a found a threatening note with the
student accidentally set off the dirty dishes. The uftkcr took a
alarm in the chemistry stock room. report for terroristic threatening.
Public Safety never received a sig- 3:36 p.m. The Clark College rt!Si·
nal for it. Central Plant was notified. dencc director found an old burn
spornn the <:arpt•t. The Murray Fire
Department was notified and the
Saturday, April 8
12:59 a.m. A caller from Hart Col- officer took a report.
lege reported loud voices and a 4 :4 5 p.m. A supervisor at the
possible fight coming from one of equine center reported a fire in one
the rooms. The caller requested of the horse stalls at the West farm.
Emergency Medical Services, who Students put out th~ lire. The fire
transported two individuals to the marshal said he would check the
emergency room. A report was sct.•nc in the morning and the area
was cleared br the Murray Fire
taken.
2:37 a.m. A caller from Hart Co.l- Department.
lege reported a subject threatened 8:27 p.m. Racer Patrol requested an
to hurt himself. The subject said officer on the north side of the
he was OK and was not going to Regents parking lor. The officers
found a sign taken fmm the Los
hun himself. A report was taken ..
0 :23 a.m. A caJler from Franklin Port;lles parking lot 'in n student's
College reported dried blood on vehicle. The call was referred to the
the door handles. Central Plant Murray Police Department and the
was notified. The record was sent officer took a report.

The Waterfield library designated the pus ambassadors must turn in applications at 4:30 p.m. today to the Student
second floor a quiet study area.
The main floor, reference room and the Relations office in Sparks Hall.
Interviews will be held Monday, Tuesbottom floor stacks serve as group study
day and Wednesday.
areas.
For more information, contact the Stu"Quiet area" si~s have been posted
dent
Affairs office at 809-6831.
throughout the second floor, at the elevator and at the stairwell.
T he library staff encourages students to
notify the staff if they are disturbed by
to management systems.
noise. Students who are noisy will be
0:0 p.m. A caller from Hart Colwarned by the librarians twice. On the ~ ...
lege reported a bike was thrown
third offense, the student will be asked to
off the balcony. The officer
leave.
tt;tri}yed the bike and Central
• ~~tions concernJw; • WA'J.i!ffillG. j:milY W11(/mer, assistant news editor, C'f'l·
P!int took it to Public Safety. A
library resources or serviJcs~y-'be s~nf' ~ilel CarrlfiJJ,s Briefly. If you would like to
tOlwwwJlll,lrraystate.edu7m5~
' ~submit in[()rmarfon for Campus Briefly, • report was taken.
0&28 p..O.. An offteer issued a citasuggestJttm.
._ phon<> -809--4480.

7:06 p.m. Officers arrested Wesley Puckett, 25. a non-student from
Murray for seven counts of theft
by unlawfully taking under $300.
7:39 p.m. A caller from north of the
roundabout reported a stolen bicycle from the area. The bicycle was
not stolen. The subject's mother
took the bicycle to teach the rider to
not leave his bike unattended.

Wednesday, April12
12:50 a.m. A caller from White College reported loud noise from subjects outside the building. Thl· officer told the subjects to keep the
noise down.
7:14 a.m. A caller from White College reported a person had fallen
and requested Emergency Medical
Services. EMS transported the student to the Murray Calloway County Hospital's emergency room. A
report was taken.
2:38 p.m. Police arrested Christopher C;1rney, 18, n non-student from
Murray for five counts of theft by
unlawful taking under $300 and one
count of theft by unlawful taking
over $300. A report was taken.
6:13p.m. The. residence director of
Regents College reported a small
grease tire in the second floor
kitchen. The student who was cooking put out the fire. The Murray
Fire Department and Central Plant
were advised. The fire caused no
damage.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 7
Arrests - 4

Tuesday, Aprilll
4:27 p.m. A caller from Wells Hall
reported an injun·d student at the
door of Health Services. The door
was locked. Health Servjccs was
advised and they would check un
the student.

Emily Wuchner, assistant news editor, compiles Police Beat with materials provided by l'ublic Safety. All
dispatched cal.ls are not listed. For a
complete listing, visit www.thenews.org.
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Psst... ·want to Hear
Something New?
Check US Ou-t
Online at' W~MS.org
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Mini Storage

All Sizes Available NOW!

Weeknights 7 to 9 pm
~~~re·
(worldcafe.org)

753-9600

The World Cafe, with host David Dye, serves up an eclectic
mix of blues, rock, world, folk, and alternative country with
live performances arid interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Soul Flight
Fridays 11 pm t'o Midnight
A lively, insightful mix of music, news, views and
interview s reflectin~ the local and national
African Amen can community.

WBeyond
~11\fso ~"rt ~A·~
the Edge

Students, why drag all your stuff home and
. back again? Store your stuff!

Saturday Ntghts from 11 pm to 1 am
From Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rock, BTE
covers a full range of the finest alternative music.

Indoor Climate Control
Now taking summer reservations!

The Indie Connection

Ask about lower rates on New Upstairs Units!

Sundays at 1 am after
Beyond the Edge

• Rates from $12 monthly
• Air conditioned units
• We rent U·Hauls
• Controlled access
• On site manager
• We sellboxes

MSU's John Gibson sh owcases both bands far & wide,
along with "local bands" from the Four Rivers Region.

Sounds Acoustic
Sundays at Midnight
,

MSU's Katie Villanueva & Murray High 's Austin Carter
present a musical collage of "unplugged" performances
b y diverse artists incluCiing Ray Charles, john Lennon,
Pink Floyd & Bob Dylan.

• Video surveillance
• Pest control
• Behind Goody's
• No deposit required
• Open seven days a week
• Across from The Big Apple!

Premier Mini Storage • 644 N 12th St. • Murray
www.hillsborocompanies.com

r.----------------------------------,

: Free Padlock When You Move In! :

!

Premier Mini Storage

!

:

Coupon good through May 31, 2006

:

L----------------------------------~
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Compromises favor Murray State
From Page l

"rm proud of the budget, funding for Murray

Ward hopes Kennedy
Icontinues reputation

included agency bond authorization~.
State and the initiatives to move the state fo r.Some oi these bonds can be sold to conFrom Pagel
ward. All four million people across Kenstruct two new residential colleges and
renovate several other buildings on camDefense has been a Racer
tucky will be proud of the budget. It will
pus. including the Thoroughbred Room
basketball staple over the
touch every person."
and Ordway Hall.
years. and Kennedy has
Rep. Melvin Henley, R-Murray, said he
emphasized that during his
was pleased with the funding allocated to
time as head coach.
Rep. Fred Nesler
Murray State in the passed budgl!t.
During his final season at SE
D-Mayfield
"(Murray State) got about everything '
Louisiana, the . Lions allowed
they asked for." Henley said. "If they
55.8 points per game and 417
wanted more, they should hav<.> asked for
percent shooting.
more."
Ward said he also wanted
He said the prospect ofbeing unable to
He said he was pleased with the attenFunding for the construction of the
the head coach to continue
override Fletcher's veto leaves him tion primary and secondary education state-of-the-art Breathitt Veterinary Cenemulating the style the current
received throughout the budget process, ter in Hopkinsville was not included in
uneasy about the budget's allocations.
Racers used to earn an Ohio
"My only (concern} is that the governor which began Jan. 17 wh~n Fletcher deliv- the budget.
Valley Conference regular seacan (use the) line-item veto," Henley said. ered his executive budget to the General
Controversy has surrounded the state's
son crown, a tournament
"Hopefully, he won't exercise that Assembly.
championship and a trip to the
budget since Fletcher's proposal. Fletcher
NCAA Tournament.
because we worked hard for 3 months to
"There was a large amount of money did not include the $15 million for the
"Our team earned a reputamake a gnod budget."
plowed into education, on all levels,'' third phase of the science complex, which
Rep. Fred Nesler, D-Mayficlu, said he Nesler said. "This will continue to move the Council on Postseconday Education ' tion last year for being hardthought the budget is good for Kentucky.
the state forward in many ways."
recommended. They also recommended ' nosed, tough-minded, finding a
"I'm proud of the budget, funding _for
Nesler said he did not expect the gov- little base funding for 2006-08.
way to get it done and being
well-prepared," Ward said.
Murray State and the initiatives to move ernor to vcfo any part of the budget.
Interim University President Kern
"After all, a big part of the things he Alexander was displeased with the goverthe state forward." Nesler said. "All four
"When I was looking for it, I
was looking for a coach who
million people across Kentucky will be wanted, he got," Nesler said. MI think he nor's proposal and publicly criticized the
proud of the budget. It will touch every will be very well pleased at what we have governor and low funding for Murray
would bring in a style that
come up with."
State projects.
would complement what our
person."

Sol't'tetkl~

team already had in place."
As far as offense is concerned, Kennedy said he wants
to use a strong transition to
create baskets within the first
10 seconds of the shot clock.
When the Racers do not have
the opportunity to use the transition he said his team will
work the ball around to create
the best shot.
Still. Kennedy will focus on
defense.
"I'm not here to change a
whole lot of things," Kennedy
said. "I think that would be a
big mistake. The way they play,
that's how 1want to play defensively. I want to be known as a
strong defensive team that
shuts down opponents."
Kennedy is the 14th head
coach in the program's 82
years. Next year will be the
fourth time in school history
that new football and men's
basketball coaches started the
same season.
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Call us at 767-0020 or 767-0025 and
pre-order your meal to dine - in or carry out.
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OPINION

Opinion Editor: Rockdle Gmy
Phone: 809-'1468 ·

President's location becomes issue
Ir: ONLY Ir W£RE.\Hts EAsY •••

II

•

How accessible should
the president of the
University be?

I

..1 think the
president should
be very
accessible."
Kurtis Nicholson

~~- (Connec.t 1he DotS)

freshmen. Hickman

"I think he should
be accessible to
students and
faculty to a certain
extend. He should
let people know of
his whereabouts
plenty of time in
advance.··
Amanda Needham
sop/lomof9, Dresden, Tenn.

"I think he should
be as accessible as
possible especially during a time
like this when we
are looking for a
new basketbaU
coach and a new
president."
,.

SaraEvans
sophomOre, Louisville

"I think he should
be moderately
accessible to students and faculty
if prof)er arra~ge
ment are made in
advance."

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of The
Murray State News. The editorial
board is composed ofall section editors.

Where docs he go?
This is a simple question. Murray State administrators, students, faculty and staff should
easily be able to find the man
who runs the University - Inter·
im President Kern Alexander.
However, The Murray State
News found this a daunting task
April 6 when staff members
· tried to find out where in the
world Alexander. had gone.
After calling the President's
office sev~raJ times and getting
no cooperation, staff members
began to call other offices. For
another surprise, staff members
were unable to locate other top
administrators.
·
A large question began to surface around the newsroom: who
is in charge?

Well, we know the answer to
this question - the president, of
course. But where was he?
The President's office would
only release an official statement saying he would return to
the office Monday from an
unpaid leave of absence. The
office workers said Alexander
was in constant contact with
them, but we were unable to find
anyone else who could say the
same.
As the university interim president, Alexander is a busy man
and cannot be available for
immediate comment at a
moment's nqtice.
However,. his job description
states he speaks officially for the
University. It also states, "Other
responsibilities of the president
are to serve as the official medium of communication between
the Board of Regents and the
Faculty Senate, Student Senate,

Staff Congress, administrative
officers and individual members
of the campus community."
It seems then the University
spokesperson would be available
for comment, or at the very
least, make his whereabouts ·
known.
Alexander's absence from
campus for a week is not the
problem, though the timing
seems off because of the basketball coach search and budget situation. The issue is alarming
because of the secrecy involved.
If Alexander went on vacation
in England for a week, OK. If
Alexand~r went to J.ouisville.
OK. If be was 1n Fran'kfort, fme.
But just be open and honest.
Alexander is serving as interim president at Murray State,
and he is not required or expected to work at all times. This is
understandable, but the secrecy
is inexcusable, especially at a

public university receiving state
funding. Because of this, the
public a nd consequently, the
news media, have a right to
know basic informat ion.
No one called asking for private details, but something as
simple as the president's location was a heavily guarded
secret. The Murray State News
has an obligation to inform students about campus news.
The President of the University should be more than willing to
keep an open and honest communication line to The News.
However, he showed no signs
of improving the situation when
his office canceled an interview
with The News Thursday morning.
We understand things come
up at the last minute, but the
president seems unwilling to
reach out and provide the media
with any basic information.

Congressional candidate deserves office, votes
In My
Opinion

Kellen Allen
sophomore, Harrisburp. Ill.
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Josh
Buckman

'On May 16, we have.the chance to vote for Jim Bloink for Congress.'
Since it started more than
three years ago, the war in Iraq
ha~ cost the lives of more than
2,300 American soldiers and
taxpayers billions of dollars that
will have to be paid back by my
generation.
Even though these truths are
depressing, it is also depressing
that so many candidates running for Congress have chosen
to ignore this important issue.
Fortunately. citizens of Western
Kentucky do not have this problem.
On May 16, we have the

chance to vote Jim Bloink for
Congress. Bloink is running on
a strong platform for ending the
war in Iraq.
Bloink., a Vietnam War veteran, is committed to implementing Jack Murtha's exit strategy
that will bring our troops home
as soon as possible.
None of the bther Democratic candidates in this race will
even mention Iraq on their Web
sites or in their speeches.
Why should 1 vote for someone who will ignore the crying
of a m.other who lost their child,

a wife who lost a husband or a I am glad to hear Bloink wants
child who will never see his or to restore control of our educaher parent again? What kind of tion to teachers and parents.
leadership is that?
I am happy that he correctly
Besides lrnq, Bloink is com- points out that teachers are now
mitted to capturing Osama Bin teaching standardized tests
Laden while protecting our civil rather than important lessons.
liberties at home.
On May 16 and again in the
He also wants to reduce our fall, I hope the people of Westdependence on foreign oil and ern Kentucky realize Jim Bloink
has fought the establishment in is the best man to represent us
Washington to allow the devel- in Washington.
opment of more fuel efficient Josh Buckman is a post-bacengines.
As the son of a teacher and a cal aureate history major from
person studying to be a teacher, Bardwell.
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University commumty's source for information.
Our goal Is to present that information in a
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free and open forum for expression and
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The Murray State News is a des1gnated
public forum. Student editors have authority to
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edited by students. The first copy of The Mur·
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Your C)pi.t1icn1
Editorial misses many
valid arguments, facts
I'm not sure what your editorial
process is currently, but the
"research of facts" pan needs a little
work. To elaborate, your so-called
editorbl on C:hannel95 in the March
16 issue of The Murray State News
wns remarkably full of mistakes. Not
even little ones, but huge inconsistencies that some simple researching
and fnct·f.mding could have taken.
As the Residential College Association president at the time of Chan·
ncl 95's inception, 1 am well-versed
in the system and how it works.
The movie channel comes from an
independent company, and has no
ties with Charter whatsoever. If a
student is paying $80 a semester for
c;lble, they get Channel 95. If they
. aren't, they still get the movie channel. That's the point of it, access for
everyone.
Each month, the company ships
out a hard drive with the movie~ on
it, which gets plugged into a computer that schedules and plays the
movies.
The computer is over at the Curris
Center and last I knew, Jim Baurer
was handling it.

Patricia Lovett also has a hand in
making sure everything stays updated and loads the hard drives.
Saurer, Lovett and Derrick
McReynolds of Housing are the main
Murray State staff members in
charge of the movies. They always
do a good job of getting feedback
from the RCA on which movies to
show and are always receptive when
there is feedback.
Murray State was one of the first
non· hospital, non-airline locations to
get the movie channel in digital for·
mat. The company told us it would
be sharper and a lot cheaper to do it
this way instead of sending us cassette tapes.
This was three years ago, and you
can see the quality for yoursdf. I just
always figured that things would
improve eventually, since we were
the test for digital. But, they didn't.
I am also disappointed that you
didn't contact the RCA president,
Chris Hopper. Did you know his
name? You didn't cite him, nor did
you accurately represent him.
lf you were at that meeting, you
didn't talk to him about it afterward?
He could have told you all of this.
The movie channel began with
shows at 4, 7, 10 p.m. and 1 a.m. and

not during the day because it was
believed that students might skip
class to watch movies.
I found that a little odd, since I feel
students wiU find any reason to skip
if they want to skip in the first place.
Early last semester, it was brought
up in an RCA meeting and they
turned the schedule into a 24-hour
rotation with movies showing every
three hours.
One thing I'm not sure on is the
payment situation. When it was first
brought to campus, each residential
college shelled out a bit for it, but I
think that was a one-time thing. Stu·
dents may very weU pay for it, but
who is going to believe you when
you didn't research anything else?
Maybe a comprehensive breakdown
of the cost would have been nice.
Yes. The movie channel is flawed
and was a great subject of an cditori·
al, but it was poorly executed. You
have a responsibility to inform. and I
know you are above this kind of
stuff.
The paper's staff always comes
back from the award ceremonies
loaded down with certificates and
plaques. You should be proud oft hat,
but now you have to act like you
deserve them. Anyone can sit and

whine mindlessly about something.
but you have the task of rising above
that.
I suggest that the editorial board
and opinion editor exercise a little
more caution in the amount of
research done before an editorial
goes to press.
Kyser Lough
Alumnus
Murray
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SGA elections
ONLINE
VOT ING WILL
BEGIN
AT 9 A.M.
MONDAY
AND
CONCLUDE
AT 9 A.M.
W EDNESDAY.
Jeff Slinker/The News

Conservative
candidate
guarantees·
progress
WHAT
In My
Opinion

IF•••
You died and
nothing happened?
Tomorrow your life is over. No more
memories and no more mistakes. Your
body will soon be committed to the
ground (if that was your last wishes).
I have an expectation of what is going
to happen after I die. ,
Biblically, my soul is
supposed to ascend
into heaven and I
will be perfect and
happy until the end
of time.
However, tbere is
a chance that nothing will happen.
U nothing happens,
then would my energy and devotion to
my beliefs be a waste
of time?
Easter wiU be celeRockelle
brated Sunday. The
Gray
holiday represents
the day Jesus rose from the dead and
promised his followers eternal life if they
believed in hinl and repented for their
sins.
With the festivities scheduled to begin
on Good Friday, it got me thinking about
the prospect that I could die nothing happen.
What if all the Christian truths are a lie?
What if when I die and nothing happens
to my soul and I just die?
Because there is no other person who
has come back from the dead to tell everyone what happens, there is a probability
that everyone just dies.
1f nothing happens, then what?
Forget about being mad about investing
your whole life into a philosophy, your
essence is gone.
I sometimes wonder if people believe in
a certain religion because they are scared
of death and what could or could not happen in their afterlife.
I am at a point in'my life that I am questioning my religion, but I think it is for the
right reasons, not because I am scared of
death or that I do not believe in Heaven
and Hell. But what if historical events
were fabricated in the Bible or made up in
order to control society.
1 have a Jot of trouble with the concept
about God. I think God is perfect and does
not comprehend the evils that have been
created by imperfection.
God is all-powerful and must have conceived what would happen, but I do not
think he is envious or jealous. I t hink he
wants equality of people.
This is a major reason why I believe in
a lot of controversial issues including gay
marriage and abortion.
Because of my beliefs in a higher being,
no matter what matters I choose to support, my soul has a choice of going to
heaven or hell.
But if I die and nothing happens, then I
guess 1 will have to deal with laying in a
coffm for the rest of my life.
However, if I had prior knowledge that
there was no afterlife, I think the celebration of Easter would be lessened, or it
would be deleted from our present calender.
Would I still have my faith if 1 knew
there was no afterlife? Would I still need
a spiritual philosophy? Would I neecl to be
saved?
These are questions that baffle many
people. It is the teason why people
believe in a higher being and some do not.
What do you think will happen?

Rockelle Gray is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News.

Aaron
Butler

My name is Aaron Butler
and I am running for the highest student office on this campus, Student Government
Association President.
As you may already know,
the SGA president also serves
as the student regent on the 11
member Board of Regents, the
highest governing body on
campus.
It is important for students
to know just who they are voting for should they choose me
on the ballot.
Those who do are voting for
a platform of issues that are
left unaddressed by my competitors.
I will advocate the repair or
replace all of the clocks in Faculty Hall.
I will work to get an in-state
tuition waiver for graduate
assistants.
The quiet section of the
library will be enforced.
A "nay" vote on any measure
to increase student tuition will
always be ensured.
The hours of Pogue Library
will be extended.
Handicap ramps on campus,

some of which are in need of
maintenance, will be repaired.
No longer will we answer
the same question multiple
times on teacher evaluations.
I will oppose all cheap construction projects that include
plastic columns.
I will work to establish
online scheduling for classes.
Continued support and
expansion of the Campus
Recycling Initiative is ensured.
I will press the Board of
Regents to dedicate a time capsule in the center of the Quad.
1 will attempt to expand the
University non-discrimination
clause to include sexual orientation.
Any attempt to reduce student
parking
will
be
opposed,;any
attempt
to
expand it will be pursued.
When it comes to campus
events, I want to focus on quality over quantity.
I would rather use a great
amount of the budget to get
Sen. John McCain, R-Arizona,
or Sen. Hillary Clinton, DNew York on campus than use
a smaller amount to fund a few

dozen bands that only appeal
to a small segment of the student body.
I also think SGA should
focus on scholastic events with
a mind for learning, opposed to
throwing an event for the sake
of throwing an event
This is not to say that smaller events will not be a part of
my administration, but rather,
they will not be my priority.
As the campus grows, so
does its number of student
organizations and programs.
Although it will likely not
happen in my time in office, I
would like to put in motion a
proposal to build a new student center capable of holding
such programs as the Women's
Center and numerous offices
of campus groups.
Such construction has costs,
but we can put forth the idea in
very preliminary stages and
hope for grants to come.
The big picture here is to
work on what "could be" and
not sUn.ply reject the impossible. The possibility of a parking garage is a definite consideration.

It may seem like I am trying
to radically alter the workings
of campus, and if that is the
way this reads. then I fear I
may have spoken incorrectly.
When it comes to campus
politics, I am a conservative
politician who wouldn't like to
see the SGA constitution
changed without great debate
and discussion.
'
As the SGA president, I will
deal with such constitutional
issues.
I can promise that every
issue will be given an up or
down vote and a time for
debate.
I will not table issues of constitutional merit, nor will I
allow the Senate to unanimously pass or decline legislation without a clear explanation of the nature of their
actions.
I thank you for taking the
time to read my platform and
informing yourself about my
candidacy.

Aaron Butler is a sophomore
history major from Owensboro.

SGA presi4ent promises amphitheater, bike traCks
In My
Opinion

Scott
Ellison

U I've beard the question
once, I've heard it 100 times
over the past week: "Scott,
why are you running for (Student Government Association)
president again?"
While the response to that
question may require a longwinded answer, tlie decision to
put my name back in the hat
this year was an easy one,
mainly because of the Jove and
undeniable passion I have for
Murray State.
I wholeheartedly believe in
what this institution has to
offer and during the past year,
I have sincerely enjoyed interacting with students, faculty
and staff and working with
everyone
uphold Racer
Nation as an elite collegiate
experience for all those
involved.
I truly enjoyed my first term
as SGA president, and I thank
all the students for giving me
the opportunity to represent
them.
T hroughout the past yeat, I
have taken student concerns
each week and worked oneon-one with Murray State faculty and staff to investigate

to

and solve these issues on our
campus.
Through these experiences
and interactions, I have developed great working relationships with many different people and groups on campus and
have gained an immense
amount of knowledge that can
only be obtained by someone
who has served as SGA president; this is where I feel I have
a slight edge on my opponents.
U re-elected, there would be
no awkward transition or
shaky start. With the past
year's experience under my
belt, I would be able to hit the
groimd running, immediately
tackling the most significant
concerns and goals that best
reflect the student body, without spending extra time
adjusting to my surroundings
and the job at hand.
In terms of my efficiency as
SGA president, J feel I have
been very approachable and
visible. I firmly believe my
personality is one that puts me
on the same playing field as
every other student that walks
on campus, which improves
the quality of my time spent

talking with you.
The big project that I have
worked on this past year and
hope to continue is a proposal
to build an outdoor amphitheater on campus. This is an idea
in which I really believe.
The amphitheater would be
a place for social activity and
act as an ideal spot for student
events. It could be used for
theater productions, live
music performances or simply
as a hang out for students to
sit, eat lunch and converse
between classes.
A second project I would
like to pursue is a bike track
that would link off-campus
neighborhoods that sur round
campus in order to help alleviate parking. Many of the shortdistance commuters could use
bikes instead of cars to get to
campus, and this would be a
great way for students to save
money during a time of
increasing gas prices.
Another aspect that I would
love the chance to carry over
from my current term is the
promotion of diversity.
I feel it is important to get to
know the different back-

grounds and cultures that are
represented
on
campus
because the same people that
we go to class with are the
same people who we will be
working with in the work force
some day.
There are so many great
ideas swirling in my head, and
as I found out this year, there
are many excellent student
suggestions that arise, which
must be proactively examined
to make the University the
best it can be.
I know, if given the chance, I ·
will continue to be a good
president, solid leader and
personable friend who will do
nothing but work to represent
your needs and make your
experience the best it can be.
Thank you for your time and
consideration and if, nothing
else, for the amazing year I
have bad the. pleasure to share
with all of you.

Scott Ellison is a senior business
administration major from St.
Charles, Mo.

Junior AGR gives solutions for tuition hike, more parking
In My
Opinion

Pe.rkins

The definition of a great
leader is not defmed by what
he has done; it is defmed by
those he leads.
This is something that I personally have taken to heart
over the past several years and
certainly throughout the race
for Student Government Association president.
A leader is someone who has
faith that no matter what the
obstacle, and with the help of
others they can accomplish
anything.
Without the following of
those who support you, little
will be accomplished. As a candidate for the next SGA president, that is exactly what I plan
to do.
Leadership
encompasses
more than just telling people
what to do. It challenges people to work hard, be dedicated
and establish a clear connection between word and deed to
create a bond of trust.
Leadership also pertains to
guiding individuals down a

clear path to a common goaL
That clear path is an open
door policy where no student
is ignored, and everyone
reserves the right to be heard
and action to be taken.
There is strength in numbers, and together student
body along with willingness
from the SGA can make positive changes.
The SGA president is not
here for the University, rather
here to represent the students.
The students of this University need an SGA president
who is willing and ready to
actively take a stand for the
students, while working with_
the University to establish
common ground.
What are the issues facing
college students today? How
can Murray State do a better
job of representing the Students and working to better
their educational experience?
The answer to these questions was found by simply asking students.

The primary concerns students have regarding Murray
State are parking and tuition.
Students are worried about the
rising cost of tuition and also
concerned with parking.
In regards to parking, I
acknowledge the need for a
better system of parking, particularly within the residential
college circle.
I am open to investigating
and implementing any alternatives that would help to alleviate the parking issues on campus.
As the University continues
to grow and expand, parking
will become even more critical.
I pledge to immediately
address this problem.
The other major issue facing
students today is fear of
increasing tuition.
Tuition is somet.hing on
which it is hard to comment
because of the Jack of viable
information available to students.
However, it is my promise to

work as diligently from within
the University to ensure
tuition stays as low as possible
and students receive a voice on
their behalf. T will fight to keep
education affordable.
The student body also
deserves the right to be actively involved within the decision
making process of its education.
I believe each student has a
voice on this campus and
deserves to be heard. It is time
now for the student body to
speak.
Let your voice be heard in
the upcoming SGA election.
My challenge to you is to stand
up for what you believe in; a
fair and affordable education.
When students take even the
smallest amount of action, the
largest amount of change is
possible.
Joel Perkins is a junior agricultural business major from
Chatham, Ill.
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c ourtcsy of t-.15U athletics

New women's soccer head coach
Beth Acreman talks to her former
players at Middle Tennessee State.
She spent six seasons with MTSU.

MfSU assistant
new Racer
soccer coach
Staff Report
Middle Tennc:-see StateJassistant coach
Beth Acreman was announced Monday as
the women's soccer team's new head
coach.
During her six seasons in Murfreesboro, Tenn., the Blue Raiders compiled a
64·48-7 record, won the 2004 Sun Belt
Conference Championship and broke or
tied the school record for wins in a season
four times.
Athletics Director Allen Ward said he
thinks Acreman has what it takes to bring
the women's program to the next level.
"I'm cxcikd that Coach Acrcman has
decided to become Murray State's next
women's soccer coach," Ward said in a
press release. "She brings the experience
and skills necessary to build our program
into a consistent contender for the OVC
Championship and birth into the NCAA
tournament."
MTSU experienced recent success as
the Rluc Raiders have a 38-16-6 record in
, the last three seasons, and they only lost
three c;onferencc matches.
In 2004, Middle Tennessee broke the
school record for wins, with 13. A year
later, they tied that mark.
"I'm very excited to be offered this
position," Acrcman said. "Having worked
at MTSU I'm very familiar with the Ohio
Valley Conference and the teams that
we'll be playing. I'm excited about taking
the program to the championship level."
Acreman is familiar with the talent the
Racers possess as she recruited in an area
from which many of the players come.
She recruited in Indiana, Illinois. Kentucky, Missouri and Tennessee.
Her duties at MTSU included coaching,
recruiting and organizing travel and all
summer camps.
She helped land a number of star Blue
Raider players over her six-year tenur.e,
including Debs Rrcereton, the 2004 Sun
Belt Conference Player of the Year and
Lisa-Marie Woods, the 2004 Newcomer
of the Year.
Murray State finished last season 8-10-3
and 5-3·1 in the OVC. The Racers also
made their second straight appearance in
the conference tournament semifinals,
losing to Samford 4-3 on penalty kicks.

Junior catcher Jason Payton shows the umpire he has the ball after apparently tagging out an EIU baserunner. He was called safe.

'Breds losses continue to pile
Justin Sims
Staff Writer
jsims@thenews.org

The Thoroughbreds baseball
team continued its downward spiral
Tuesday night losing to Conference
USA opponent Memphis 12·1.
"We ran into a hot team in Memphis," !issistant coach Paul Wycza·
wski said. "They swung the bats
really well.''
Memphis did hit well against the
'Breds (8-25, 1·8 Ohio Valley Conference) and collected 13 hits and 12
runs in the contest.
Although the 'Breds were only
able to score one run, Wyczawski
said the team also hit the ball well,
but the contact resulted in outs.
"Offensively, we did a good job of
getting our lead off guys on base,"
he said. "Unfortunately, we hit into
lots of double plays. It was just one
of those days where we hit the ball
right at them."
Murray State managed scveri hits
in the game. Designated hitter Chaz
Ebert's two hits led the team.
Junior Jon Newton was credited
with the loss for Murray State. He
pitched two innings while giving up
five hits, six runs and one walk.
Newton dropped to 2-4 with the
defeat.
The 'Breds did experience some
success last weekend with their first
OVC win .of the season Saturday

against Eastern Illinois in a threegame series. In game one of the
.series, MSU took the win with an 84 victory.
Senior Kalen Gibson earned his
first win of the season with a solid
eight inning outing. The Kentucky
transfer gave up 12 hits, three ,
earned runs, two walks and seven
strikeouts. Newton came in for the
ninth to finish off EIU.
Offensively, second baseman Seth

Hudson and left fielder Austin
Swain led the 'Breds at the plate,
both going 3-for-4. Hudson also had
four RBis and one run in the vktory.
Ebert added more offense, going
2-for-5 and scoring two runs. Right
fielder Brett Mullins helped by scoring three runs and went 1-for-2 in
the game.
Game two saw a big final inning
comeback for EIU as the Panthers
scored eight runs to win 11-9. MSU

scored eight runs in the second
inning to take an early 8·3 lead and
led 9-3 into the last inning, but the
pitching did not hold. Daniel Cal·
houn took his third loss for the
'Breds.
Sophomore pitcher Michal Pcrconte started the game going 6 2/3
innings. He gave up U hits, nine
runs, two walks and struck out
seven. Of the nine runs, only four
were earned.
Third baseman Tyler Owen went
3-for-4. scored two runs and drove
in two runs.
After taking a lead in the third
game with Eastern Illinois Sunday,
the 'Breds failed to hold on again in
a 9-4 loss.
Murray State took the lead in the
fourth inning on Jamie l.eidolrs sin·
gle to score Jason Payton from second. However, EIU scored four runs
in the sixth and five runs in the final
two innings to take the win.
Leidolf, an Evansville, Ind., native,
said the team ls not backing down
despite several losses.
"We started out slow, but it
should turn around soon, hopefully," Leidolf said. "We won't give
up."
Murray State's next series will be
at Eastern Kentucky this weekend .
Wyczawski said the team is capable
of doing welL
Said Wyczawski: "If we do the little things right, we'll have success."

Men's golf team battles windy conditions for 3rd place
Tommy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor
tdillard@thent>Ws.org

Despite struggling against
windy conditions in the final
round, the Murray State
men's · golf team finished a
strong third this week at the
Billiken Invitational.
"Overall, we had a good
tournament," Head Coach
Eddie Hunt said. "Without
our number one player, Kyle
Shirley, we went into the last
round tied for second."
The Racers' solid showing
in the Madison, Ill.. tournament marked the ninth time
this season that the Racers
have placed in the top five.
The team has competed in 11

tournaments this year, dating
back to September, and has
finished in the top 10 in every
one.
Such a record speaks to the
consistency of this year's
team, Hunt said, calling this
"one of the best year's Murray State has had in a long
time."
"It shows that we've got
some really good players,
really consistent-type players," he said. "If our number
one player doesn't play well,
our number five player
does."
The Racers finished the
first round in a flCSt·place tie
with Austin Peay. The men
slipped one place in the second round. shooting 299 and

entering the fmal round in a tournament behind a flnal
second-place tie.
round 294. St. Louis finished
Windy conditions in Tues· one stroke back of the Leathday's final round contributed ernecks in second place.
to the Racers' higher score of
Junior Nick Griffin led the
304 as Murray State slipped way for the Racers, shooting
to third in the tournament.
a third round 71 and 221 over"We really took the brunt all. Griffin finished in a tie for
of the wind in the final fourth overall.
round," Hunt said. "The
Senior Will Cox finished
teams that teed off early did- one stroke behind Griffin
n't have to deal with it as and shot a 222 to finish in a
much and they shot the tic for sixth place.
lower scores.
Junior Michael Craft fmSenior Jamie Frazier said ished in a tie for 19th, shootthe conditions were some of ing a first-round 71 and a 226
the worst he had ever played overall. Frazier and freshman
in.
Mitchell Moore rounded out
"It affects your shot and, the field for the Racers. Framentally, it affects you too," zier shot a 233 and Moore
Frazier said.
shot 234.
The invitational was the
Western Jllinois won the'

last of the regular season for
the Racers.
Murray State will have a
week to prepare before hosting the OVC Champiunship
at Country Club of Paducah
next weekend.
Despite coming close scv·
eral times, senior triad Cox,
Frazier and Shirley have
never won an OVC Champi·
onsbip in their time at Murray State but have one last
chance to do so this season.
"We've worked real hard
for three years.'' Frazier said.
"We're all tht• best friends we
have on the team and if we
don't win. we're gonna feel
like we let each other down.
We all feel like we have a
good chance to win."

The Sports Line...
TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 7 p.m.

Saturday: WB @ 1 p.m. '

NBA Basketball
Wizards at Bulls

MLB Baseball
Reds at Cardinals

Murray State Events
Today: Baseball @ 11 a.m.

Today: Track and Field

Richmond
Murray State at Eastern Kentucky

Terre Haute, Ind.
Pacesetter Invitational

Saturday: NBC @ 1 p.m.

Sunday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.

Today-Sunday: Rowing

Monday-Wednesday: W Golf

NHLHockey
Rangers at Flyers

Sunday Night Baseball
Giants at Dodgers

Oak Ridge, Tenn.
SIRA Championships

Paducah
OVC Championships
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Keeping secret
helps seal deal
in coach search
T his coaching search made me feel
like a middle schooler again.
There's a secret everyone wants to
know, but the person with the inside
scoop won't tell a soul. Usually a good
old-fashioned headlock or bribery could
provide some information, but not this
time.
As a journalist, 1 obviously was frustrated Allen Ward wouldn't disclose any
candidates' names, but at the same time,
he did it the absolutely right way. I kno w
there are a Jot of people out there firmly
against keeping everything secret, but
Ward bas convinced me if a team wants
quality candidates this is the wa'y to do
it.
T he best example coming to mind
happened a few
weeks ago w hen
Indiana brought in
former Oklahoma
head coach Kelvin
Sampson. The heir
to the throne was
supposedly Iowa's
Steve Alford, who
played his college
ball in Bloomington.
Nathan
Alford, a fo rmer
Cllnkenbeard
Indiana Mr. BasketSports Editor
ball, went on to
become the school's all-time leading
scorer. and he won a national title in
1987 against Syracuse. Obviously. he
looked like the overwhelming favorite,
but everyone was dead wrong.
Indiana had been looking at another
candidate in Norman, Okla., and this
man said he would only be considered if
the Hoosier brass kept everything under
wraps. Surprisingly, Indiana came out
with the news they were hiring and
everyone's head snapped w ith amazement.
The Hoosiers got a quality, candidate
by keeping their mouths shut, and
they're not the only ones conducting
coaching sear ches this way. While many
candidates have come out in t'he Murray
State coaching search, Ward was not the
one going to the press waving his list.
Head coaches and assistants everywhere continue to recruit high school
and junior college p layers across the
country. Many of these coaches don't
want their names floating around other
jobs because they don't want to damage
relationships in case they are not hired.
What if Indiana came out and said
Sampson was a candidate and he was
passed up? What would Oklahoma
recruits thin!< of that? By going the
secretive route, well-qualified and
respected candidates no one thought
about come out of the woodwork.
Talking to new Head Coach Billy
Kennedy he said he was still working.his
job while he was interviewing, and the
search was handled the best way possible for him. The day he was accepting
the Racer coaching position Miami was
signing a New Orleans recruit Kennedy
was after.
Beginning with the football coaching
search and Matt Griffin, Ward made up
his mind the dog and pony show was not
the way to go. I did not hear a single person mention Griffin's name until the day
he was hired. Ask Matt, and I doubt he'll
say he wanted his name released as a
candidate when he was coaching SO
miles away in Martin, Tenn.
Ward continues to show the nation
Murray State runs its athletics and basketball programs with class. Coaches
should think the Racers ar e a top program with which to be associated, not
just at the mid-major level. Keeping
coaching searches close to home should
be the first sign for any coach that
they're coming to a good situation.
It might not be the most popular way,
but you'll be hard pressed to get the man
to change his thinking. He believes it's
the right way to handle things, and I now
tend to agree.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor
at The Murray State News. E-mail comments to nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.
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(From left) Twin sisters Anna and Rachael Lask shake hands with Jacksonville St at e's No. 1 doubles pair after an 8·2 win.

Racers say hello to OVC, farewell to player
AutumnBoaz
Staff writer
aboa.z@thenew$.Org

With the regular season
winding down, the women's
tennis team has barely had a
moment to spare.
However, the women's
time has been well spent
according to the team's Ohio
Valley Conference record.
The Racers faced five OVC
teams in six days, receiving
only one loss in a series of
wins and landing a spot in
the OVC tournament.
"Beating Eastern Illinois
last week put us in the con·
ference tournament, a nd
that Wj.S our next goal."
Head
Coach
Connie
Keasling said. "By defeating
Eastern Illinois, we will be
one of the six teams in the
OVC tournament."
After their first conference loss to Tennessee-Martin Apr il 5, the Racers
rebounded with the 7-Q win
against the Panthers April 6,
which advanced their OVC
record to 4·1.
Keasling said several of
her players impacted the
Racer's win column last
weekend.
"Key matches last week
would have to be our dou-

Graduate student T ami McQueen aims for a shot
in the last home match of her Racer career.
bles matches, and the continuous singles play of Anna
Lask, Rachael Lask and Anne
Pennington," Keasling said.
Each of the three player~

were undefeated in last
weekend's matches in both
singles and doubles competition.
Wednesday, junior Anna

l.ask was named OVC women's athlete of the week.
After claiming the victory
April 6, the Racers contin~
ued their streak throughout
the weekend to pick up wins
Friday and Saturday against
Samford and Jacksonville
State universities, respec·
tivcly.
Saturday marked Murray
State's last home match of
the season and the end of an
era for one Racer player.
Graduate student Tami
Ml·Quecn from Menlo Park.
South Africa, played the last
home match of her four-year
Rucer career.
"l.ooking back on the last
four years it's unbelievable
to think of bow quickly time
has passed,"McQueen said.
''I can walk away knowing
that I save it 100 percent
everyday."
For the season, her record
stands at 10-10 in single's
matches and 9·9 in double's
competition.
Away from the court,
McQueen's
academic
achievements include seven
uppearances on the Dean's
List and a three appearances
on the OVC Commissioner's
Honor Roll.
After rhe home stand, the
Racers had one day off

Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

Golfers have been able to enjoy
Miller Golf Course's new clubhouse, pro shop and pavilion for the
past six weeks, but Thursday, the
Chamber of Commerce officially
kicked off the new era with a ribbon
cutting ceremony.
The golf course also will host a
cookout for the public Saturday
afternoon.
Clubhouse and pro shop manager
Will Snodgrass said the new facility
has created an exciting buzz.
"With the weather now breaking,
more golfers are coming out and
seeing what's being done," Snodgrass said. "It's just creating an air
of excitement that we haven't really had in a long time. The fact th:tt
the golfers are excited about this
tells us we've done an awesome
thing."
Cleaver Construction built the
addition to the original clubhouse,
a nd the o ld pro shop has been
demolished.
The new pavilion sits across from
the new building and can house all
types of functions for the University and the public.
The pro shop has merchandise.
food and drinks, and it's the first
place golfers go before getting a

left Slmker/Tilr
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Miller Memorial Golf Course clubhouse and pro shop manager
Will Snodgrass cuts the ribbon Thursd ay morning to honor the
new facility that opened t o golfers six weeks ago.
round started. Snodgrass said it's
something people might see at a
Robert Trent Jones Golf Course.

"I think there's an element of sur·
prise," he said. "I think the quality
of what's been done is much greater

before their hectic schedule
resumed.
The team traveled to
Clarksville, Tenn., Tuesday
to face Austin Peay State
University. Austin Peay
entered the match 0-7 in the
OVC and left 0-8 after Murray State picked up the 6-1
win.
The Racers started the
match by winning all three
doubles matches, I which
quickly gave the team its
first point of the day.
In single's play, the Governors earned only one win.
Anna Lask, at the one spot
and Tami McQueen, at No. 6
singles, were able to win
their matches in straight
sets.
With the win, the Racers
advanced their record to 12&,on the season and 8-1 io the

ovc.

Wednesday the Racers
travelled to Cookeville,
Tenn. to play their last
match of the regular season.
The team started the
match by losing the doubles
point.
Each team went on to win
three singles matches. giving
the Golden Eagles the 4-3
advantage.
The OVC tournament
begins Friday in NashvilJe.

than what people anticipated.
"From the pro shop with the
stained wood to the molding, it
makes it look like a first-class facility. I know people expected it to be
nice, but when they first walk in it
just has this pn•scnce about it."
There are several additions to the
clubhouse, including a conference
room that can handle meet ings or
any other type of official function.
Organizations have the ability to tie
work in with play since members
can enjoy a round of golf before or
after a meeting.
A players' lounge offers golfers a
chance to relaX' with several tables
and chairs and a flat screen TV
mounted on the wall. Miller Golf
Course also has magazines for customers to peruse.
The two Racer golf teams also
have their own locker rooms to
store clubs, clothing and anything
else. In the old building the men's
and women's teams never had the
luxury of their own private space.
The grand opening and cookout
lasts from noon to 2 p.m. Saturday,
and the public will have the chance
to enjoy hot dogs, chips and drinks
along with Miller Golf Course's
scenery.
Said Snodgrass: "As much as it's a
Miller Golf Course thing, it's a Murray State University thing, and it's
also a community thing."
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Hazel, KY 42049
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AMPS - KEYBOARDS & MORE
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Boating safety
important
when in water

Racers drop 4 out of 5
~n league competition
Justin Sims
Staff Writer
jsims@thenews.org

With the conference season winding down. the
men's tennis team has been
busy the past week, playing
five matches in seven days.
Wednesday, the Racers
lost at Tcnnc:;sl'c 'l'l·ch 6-1.
The men lost the doubles
point, dropping all their
matches against the Golden
Eagles.
Head Coac)l Mel Purcell
said the doubles plar has
been a rough .spot to overcome since the beginning of
the season.
"We can't win our doubles
points this year." Purcell
said.
The lone win in singles
play came from junior Fadi
Zamjaoui, who won 6-4, 7-5.
In the other singles
matches, junior Dmytro
Hryhorash lost 6-2. 7-5,
sophomore
Nichtllas
Ksiezopolski lost 6-2. 6-0
and sophomore Hunter Gerlach lost 6-2, b-1. Sophomore
Yuri Pompeu and junior Jeff
Lester al~o lost both matches.
Tuesday, MSU hosted the
Tennessee-Martin
Skyhawks at the Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts In a losing
effort, 5-2.
The Racers dropped the
doubles point again as Zamjaoui and Hryhorash wt•re
the only ones to manage n
doubles victory. The tandem won8·6.
Zamjaoui and II rylmrash
also were the only winners
for MSU in singles play.
Zamjaoui won his match 6-2.
6-2, and llryhorash got the
victory in his match, 6-3, 6-1.

photos by Jcfi SlrnkPr/Thc News

Head coach Mel Purcell talks with sophomore
Hunter Gerlach during Tuesday's losing effort.
Hryhorash, junior from
l.viv, Ukraine, said he had
no problem against his Skyhawk opponent.
"It was easy,'' Hryhorash
said, "1t was not very competitive today."
last weekend, the Racers
lost to Jacksonville State
Saturday 5-2, and it was
basically the same story as
the UT-Martin match. The
Racers lost the doubles
point and earned wins in
singles by Zamjaoui and
Hryhorash.
The Racers faced another
defeat in losing to Samford
University 4-3 Friday at
home.
Zamjaoui and Hryhorash
won their doubles match H6, but the Racers could not
earn the doubles point. and
the two combint•d for singles victories again. Gerlach
stepped up and was a winner in the five spot, 6-4, 7-6.
'rhc Racers were able to
get a win April 6 against
Eastern lllinois, 4-3. The

Pnnthers took the doubles
point, but there were four
winners for Murray State in
the singles play.
Zamjaoui started the day
with a 6·1, 6-2 win over
Charles Lcvaque.
After going undefeated ·
last week in singles competition, Zamjaoui was named
OVC men's tennis athlete of
the week, Wednesday.
Behind Zamjaoui, Hryhorash and Lester won their
matches in straight scb. and
Gerlach scaled the deal with
a win in three sets against
Eastern Illinois.
Purcell said the Racers
need to start performing
better in doubles to achieve ·
success but said the team
has given a good effort thus
far.
"Everyone is playing
well," Purcell said. "We just
need the doubles points and
more help from our three
through six guys.''
The Racers next play at
Gerlach serves in Tuesday's match against UTAustin l'eay Monday.
Martin. The Racers fell to the Skybawks, S-2.

Track teams capture 1st Women's team finishes lOth
in 7 events at Peay meet at Eastern Kentucky Invite
AutumnBoaz

Tommy Dillard
Assistant Sports Editor
tdillard@thenews.org

The Murray State track teams
scored several first-pbt•e victories
in field events Saturday at the
Austin Pcay Invitational.
Junior thrower Chris Champion
enjoyed a successful meet, scoring
first-place finishes in shot put, discus throw, hammer throw and
javelin throw.
Champion threw for 1430 meters
in the shot put, 40.20 meters in the
discus throw, 47.93 meters in the
hammer throw and 43.58 meters in
the javelin throw.
Freshman
jumper
Maggie
sophomore
thrower
McKny,
Dominique Robinson and sophomore thrower Laura Schroeder all
turned in first-place performances.
McKay bested the Ctlmpctition in
the high jump with 11 distance of
1.62 meters to finish first out of the
five competitors.
The Racl.!r duo <lf Robinson and
sophomore thrower Shameka Dial
combined to takt: first and second
places out of five athletes in the
shot put. Robinson threw for a distance of 12.81 meters and Dia I threw
11.89 meters.
Robinson then teamed up with
Schroeder to turn in another l-2
performance in the discus throw.
Schroeder threw for a distance of
40.04 meters, good enough for first
place. Rollinson threw for 36.93
meters.
"Quite a few people had good
individual performances," Head
Coach Dcreck Chavis said. "We
have some people that arc coming
along, making good progress and
gearing up for OVC's."
The meet in Clarksville, Tenn.,
was the Racers' third meet of the

seven event outdoor season.
"I think we did a lot better than
we have been doing," freshman Jessica Nauta said. •·we all had a good
overall feeling. We've never had
that many girls win or place high
overall in events."
For the men, junior distnncc runner John Gorey turned in an
impressive 5,000 and finished second out of 12 runners in 15:53.58.
"My time wasn't the fastest I'd
run this year, but I ran the race
really smart," Gorey said. ·•1 drafted
off the sccond·placc guy and then
sprinted it."
In the running events, Racer
women turned in several strong
finishes. Freshman Jessica Nauta
took second place out of eight runners in rhe 400 meter with a time of
1 minute, 8.13 seconds.
Senior distance runner Lauren
Wilson finished a strong third out
of 23 runners in the 800 and finished a little more than a second
out of first at 2:19.70.
In the long jump, junior Jumes
Johnson leaped for n distance of
5.79 meters to finish in second out
of three competitors.
Both teams travel to Terre Haute,
Ind., this weekend to participate in
the Pacesetter Invitational, which
Lndiana State will host. After this
weekend, the teams will have two
more meets before the Ohio Valley
Conference championships May 5·
6.
Chavis said the team is suffering
from injuries, but that its healthy
athletes need to continue ·to perform well.
..Injuries have kind of put a limit
on us as far as the overall impact
we can make on the conference."
Chavis said. "The people that arc
healthy have b~en doing well and
thcy'll~.:ontinue to carry us."

Staff Writer
aboaz@thencws.org

The women's golf team returned
from the Eastern Kentucky Spring
Invitational iil Richmond with a
lOth-place finish in its last regular
season event of the season.
The Racers sat eighth am~ng 14
teams in the second round of the
three-round invitational but were
unable to maintain their position in
the final round.
"Our goal is always to put ourselves in a position to win the tournament,'' Head Coach Velvet Milkman said. "Obviously, we didn't
reach that goal this week, but we
learned from the experience. which
should help us ne.ll:t week."
The Racers firushed with a threeround team score of 1,005 after
shooting a combined 343 on the
final day of the invitational. The
343 accounted for the women's
worst day on the green, causing
them to fall out of eighth place by
eight strokes.
Although the invitational was
not one of the Racer's bests, the
team was able to make an improvement throughout the course.
The team found itself sitting in
12th place with a score of330 at the
end of the course's first 18 holes.
Senior Ashley Kdbough led the
team on day one with an 81 on a
par-72 course. Five Racers finished
round one within five strokes of
Kelbough.
The Racers advanced four positions Friday into eighth place with
a team score of 332 to give them a
662 two-day total.
The team's second round score
ranked fifth among the best scores
of the day.
However, the final round at the
Arlington Golf Club was not as

promising for the Racers.
Some players felt the windy
'weather hindered their performance.
"It wasn't exactly what we wanted, but the conditions were pretty
difficult," junior Lauren Hughes
said. ··we just · want to put that
behind us and focus on next week."
Hughes finished first among
Racer players with a final-round
score of 86 and a 251 three-round
total. Hughes finished 36th in the
54-hole event.
Junior Christi Baron notcbt•d the
team's best score of the day with an
83, putting her 11-uvcr-par. Baron
finished 46th, and Ashley Kelbough, senior Julie Bennett and
freshman Bethany Yates finished
50th.
The University of Toledo took
first place in the invitational with a
final score of922, 30 strokes ahead
of second place Eastern Michigan.
Milkman said the weekend invitational helped determine her
team's practice priorities this
week.
"I think our short game definitely needs to be shorter," Milkman
said. "Wl' have some things to
work on this week, hut we're certainly excited about the challenge.
and we'll be ready to play."
The Ohio Valley Conference
Championship begins Monday and
will continue through Wednesday.
The Racers will host the event at
the Drake Crl.!ck Gulf Course in
Ledbetter.
Although the Racers did not have
their best outing, Milkman and her
players know they still have a bigger challenge awaiting them.
"I feel ready <for the OVC tournament)," Hughes said. "I'm excited about it, because we've worked
for this tournament all year. It's our
ultimate goal to win the OVC."

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St. • 759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer cyewear
• Most insurance accepted

• All types of contact~

MSU Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPIOMETRIST
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As summer approaches. local residents can't wait to take their boats out
to the region's waterways. However,
there are several things to conside~
before you p ut your boat in the water.
First, make sure your watercraft is
seaworthy and in proper running order.
Second, know the rules and regulations
that pertain to safe boating in a particu·
lar body of water. Third, be mindful of
the fact the lake levels are much lower
at this time of year than they will be this
summer.
If your boat was properly winterized
and sheltered from the winter weather,
it should be ready to go when you are.
However, it might be a good idea to take
your boat to a marine mechanic just to
make sure it's ready for the fun months
ahead. A little preventative maintenance
may ensure a trouble free boating season.
Each body of
water, from the
Clarks River to the
Gulf of Mexico, has
different
regulations. If you want to
be familiar with the
rules of safe boating in Kentucky,
attend one of the
several safe boating
seminars the Kentucky Fish and
Wildlife DepartWarren
ment presents.
King
Check the local
Outdoor columnist
media for the times
and dates these courses are offered.
There is aJso a helpful safe boating
handbook that can be found at most area
sporting good stores.
Operating a boat is much d ifferent
than driving a car. For example, on the
water there are no traffic lights or designated lanes, and of course, your boat has
no brakes.
Common sense and courtesy arc the
best attributes a safe boater can have. If
you have good common sense and a
courteous nature, then you only need to
know a few simple rules to operate a
watercraft safely.
The law requires each boat occupant
to ,have a personal flotation devi~e ~on
board at all time_s, 'and forbids dri.nk1~g
and driving on the water just like it is on
land.
Water patrol officers regularly issue
driving under the influence citations to
boaters operating their watercraft under
the influence of-alcohol. It is a good idea
to keep a copy of the Kentucky Boating
Guide in your boat so you can refer to it
whenever you have regulation questions.
From September until mid March, the
local lakes arc drawn down to a lower
level known as winter pool. T he lakes
are kept at this low level throughout the
fall and winter months so they can contain the spring rainfall. This prevents
flooding in the Tennessee and Ohio valleys.
During the winter pool, it can be d ifficult to operate a watercraft safely
because the water is so low. Rocks and
stumps. which are usually well beneath
the water's surface, can be hazardous
this time of year because they are closer
to the surface.
Boats sometimes hit these obstructions and cause costly damage to the
watercraft.
Therefore, it is very important to
watch for channel buoys that mark a
safe path for year-round travel.
Boating is a thrilling activity, but it
requires concentration and common
sense. Every year many lives are lost in
accidents on the waterways.
Virtually all of these accidents could
be p revented if the watercraft operators
simply pay attention and use good judgment.

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to wking@thenews.org.
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Folk guitarist fails to capture live ambiance
Review
Assistant Lifestyles Editor Elizabeth
Cawein writes the music reviews.
To many of her fans, she's known
simply as Ani.
Difranco is her last name, and
acoustic guitar driven folk music is
her game, which she's mastered
throughout the better part of the past
two decades. She showcases some of
her best plays on "Carnegie Hall."
The album was recorded live at the
renowned New York City concert
baH on April 6. 2002, months after the
terrorist attacks of Sept. 11.
Her 18th major label solo album
release marks the eighth in Difranco's
series called "official bootlegs," one·
night performance recordings in halls
from Rome to Boston to Atlanta.
Difranco, like many folk musicians
before her, rarely plays a song the
same way twice during live perfor·
mances. For some, the improvisation
sells the album - the chance to bear
something new and fresh.
For others, the changes serve only
as frustration. Listeners who identify
with the latter should stay away from
"Carnegie Hall" or any of Dif:-anco's
bootleg series albums.
Listeners who don't mind not being

able to sing along with every word,
however, should definitely give it a
spin.
Though the selection of songs on
"Carnegie Hall" doesn't exactly con·
stitute a best-of-Difranco tr ack listing, she plays with a passion that
pulls me under on even the tunes of
which I'm not so fond. She gives a
mean live performance, and that
translates fairly well onto the recording. After hearing these 15 cuts, I'd be
interested enough to check out other
live albums of hers to flnd favorite
songs. ·
Long-time fans should check out
any of the albums in the bootleg
series, perhaps beginning somewhere
other than "Carnegie Hall." Its one
strength above the other eight discs
in the series is the inclusion of "Out
of Range." arguably one of Difranco's
best songs to date.
First-time listeners. however,
should start somewher e else, like
1994's "Out of Range" or 1998's "Little
Plastic Castle."
After taking a listen to both versions of the title track on "Out of
Range," listen to Difranco perform it
live on "Carnegie Hall." The last song
on the album, it is definitely the No. 1
must-hear.
The opening track, "God's Coun-

•

try,'' and the classic "Serpentine,"
along with Difranco's witty repartee
with the audience thr oughout the
night round out the album's
strengths.
Though she's undoubtedly one of
folk music's greatest female proprietors, for her generation or any generation, ''Carnegie HaJl" doesn't necessarily display Difranco's talents as
well as other studio efforts.
Capturing the atmosphere of a live
show presents a challenge for any
artist, even one as famous for fantastic concerts as Difranco.
Mostly. "Carnegie Hall" makes me
wish I could see her live rather than .:::......-=-=
having to listen to this album and pretend.

--

No note: only if you're desperate.
One note: worth a listen, but don't bother paying for it.
Two notes: a decent record, try before
you buy.
Three notes: worth the money.
Four notes: a future classic.

Artists take last steps toward graduation with exhibits
Casey Northcutt
Staff Writer
cnorthcutt@thenews.org
Young artists decked the
Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery and
Curris Center with their photography, jewelry and paintings - the products of their
college careers - for their
bachelor of fine arts shows
Friday.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery
hosted shows for three budding artists: Sarah Reeves,
senior from Owensboro;
Andrea Bullock, s'enior from
Mt. Vernon, IJI.; and Sarah
Dixon, senior from Louisville.
The artists displayed their
pieces in the hallway and on
the second level of the gallery.
Reeves worked with photograph y, namely self-por traits in black and white and

black and silver.
"They're self-portraits of
the way that I feel about
myself physically as opposed
to the way society makes me
feel about myself," Reeves
said.
The pictures depict Reeves
either naked or bursting out of
girdles and tight clothing.
Often, the images show her
reclining in provocative postures while her stomach bangs
over a pair of skin·tight jeans.
The picture either cuts off her
head or shows her sporting a
false pig nose.
"They're more or Jess a
commentary on ... views of
women as a whole and weight
issues and body image issues,"
Reeves said.
Sar ah Dixon also produced
photograph y for her show, but
her work portrayed color

images of many different
women.
Each of Dixon's pieces
formed a trilogy of images.
She
interviewed
many
women, asking them what
they would look like if they
were born male and what they
think society considers an
ideal woman. Then she sandwiched pictures of the inter·
viewed women in their natural environments between pho·
tographs of them as the characters they created.
"You get a triptych with her
male on her right and her
female on her left and then
herself in the middle," Dixon
said.
Dixon's work showed car·
toon·likc characters wearing
everything from tignt, olaclc
dresses to dirty overalls.
Her piece "Charley Allen"

&

depicts a woman in a short,
black dress on the left, the
same woman cooking in jeans
and a red T-shirt in the middle
and -a grease-splattered man
smoking a cigarette on the
right.
"The original intent was to
talk about the seemingly gender-equal society in which we
live and the idea that there arc
certain things a woman can
never accomplish because
she's a woman," Dixon said. "I
wanted to explore the idea of
what my friends thought they
would have ended up like if
they were maJe."
Andrea Bullock's show displayed her interest in nature
t hrough sterling silver jewelry. Her work consisted of delicate necklaces, liaras ·anil
hairpieces that rested on red
velvet hand-sewn pillows.

"The head is pan of your
body that probably gets ornamentation the least," Bullock
said. "I like to look at things
like plants and crop circles things that arc real simple, but
they're really pleasing."
The artist said she liked
simple, geometric patterns.
Her work consisted of circles
and domes that hung on the
ends of curving s liver stalks or
squiggly wires to form whimsical·looking tiaras and hair
picks.
Joshua Stinson, senior from
Louisville, showed his work in
the Curris Center Gnllery. His
show consisted of eight
vibrant paintings that depicted
human forms against bright.
contrasting backgrounds.
...I guess it comes (rom the
ideas of humanism and the
accomplishments of man,"

Stinson said . "I think it's also a
process within itself of making
thl' painting."
The arti:a worked with oilbase11 paint on wooden can·
vases. slathering the surfaces
with thick layers of paint to
give the pieces rough textures.
He showed the forms in a variety of poses from standing to
c ruuchiqg to dancing.
"You could say I'm a colorist," Stinson said. "I wanted
to capture something a little
more vague, mayhe a little
mon• open-ended."
Even though these four
artists interpreted the world
in different ways and produced a variety of art that
proved this. they all agreed
that their BFA shows came as
a relief.
Snid Sarah Dixon: "The end
- it means I'm done."

- - - - - -This Week in Entertainment ---~-• Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

• Books

1. King
T.L
2. Greatest Bits Vol2:
Reflected
Tim McGraw
3. Wgh School Musical
Soundtrack
4. FishScale
Ghostface Killah
s. Educated Hones
Rob Zombie

LlceAge2

l.BadDay
Daniel Powter

1. Chroalcles of Narnia Wldescreen

1. Gone
joecartoon.com
Jonathan Kellerman
Toward the end of the semes2. The Da Vinci Code
ter, when educational Web
Dan Brown
sites just aren't keeping your
3. The Sth Horsem a n
attention. sites like juccar·
James Patterson and Maxine toon.com swoop in to the resPastro
cue. Updated every Monday,
4 . The Bouse
the site features still cartoons
DanicUe Steel
and short movie clips with
S. The T enth Circle
recurring characters and
Jodi Picoult
themes. Users can also make
the entertainment portable by
downloading some of the files
Source: nytimes.c:om for viewing on iPods.

Source: Billboard.com

2. Inside Man

2. Temperature

3.ATL

4. Fallure to Launch
5. Stay Alive

Sean Paul
3. You're Beautiful
James Blunt
4. What You Know
T.I.
S. Be Without You
Mary J. Blige

2. Chroaldes ofNarniaFullsc:reen
3. Chronicles ofNarniaSpecial Edition

4.KingKong
S. Chicken Little

Source: Cheri Theatres

Source: Bestbuy.com

Source: Billboard.com

• Web site

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

SALE

l.Jkefront log Home, $99,900. New
2000 sq.ft. I<?S home on Lak(' Cumberland, KY. Jamestown! Russell Springs
area. 1st time available April 22nd! 800770-9311, Ext. 56.
Four Bedroom. SIX bath brick home
within six milci of the Red River Gorge
and Natural Bridge Area, $240,000.
Adjoining properties available. Call
Dwaine 60&-661·3610.
Looking to own landl Invest in rural
acreage throughout America; coastal.
mountain, watenront propert.Jes. 20 to
200 acres. FREE. monthly Special Land
RE'p()rts: www.land·wanied.camfsw
New Wolff Tanning Beds. Free Shipping
& $500 In free lotion. 800· 321-6576;
www.tannin~~Jec!.tv

Wolff Tanning Bed~. Buy direct and
save! Full body unib from $22 a month!
Free Color Catalog. Call Today!
www.np.eman.com 1·800-842-1305
Cros:ery Store Equipment Auction. Tuesday, April 18th, 1Oam. 9236 Westport
Rd, Louisville, KY 40242. 12% Buyers
Premium. Mark Taylor Auctioneer
KYN6138. 618-SSq-6899. www.tayl()o
rauction.net
Sawmills- $2,795- LumberMate-2000 &
Lumlx:rlite-24- Norwood Industries
also manufactures utility ATV attachments, log skidders, portable board
edgers and forestry equipment.
www.norwoodindustries.com
Free
lnfonnatlon: 1-800·578-1363 ext.300N

HELP WANTED
Sell the Hottest Product in lns.urance HistO/)'! $0 Premium Medicare Advantage
w!PartD Included. Complete line of life,
Health, & Mortgage protection products.
•eam $1,250-$2,000 weekly, "Leads
fHOvided, •No pfOspecting or cold callmg. •worl< 3,4,5 clay~. •very high closIng, •Lifetime n..'flewals. Life & Health
License required. Call
1-866-224-

8450 ext.1203
Machinbt· Toolmaker. Looking for experienced machinists for job shop in Glasgow. Conventional & CNC. Put your
skills 10 work where you can make a dif·
fetence and build fuinlture. Competitive
pay/ benefits (depends on eJ<pericnce),
Alt. Shop. Call Mike 27().678-1080.
Check us out at www.madsmith.com
JOIN THE SOUTHWOOD$ WAY AND
HAVE THE BEST SUMMER Of YOUR
LIFE! Southwoods Is a c:o.ed residential
children's camp in the Adirondack
Mountain~ of New York. Southwood> is
5eeking ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERGETIC,
AND FUN-LOVII'C individuals to make
a Jl0$itive illlP,.lct on a child's life. Positions are avatlable in thE' areas of: cabin
specialists, athletics, out-door o.u:lvcnture,
creative and performing orts, water
sports and much morel Berwnts of work·
ing at Southwoods include Salary, Travel, Room, Board, laundry, and much
more! For more lnfonnation and lo
complete an applicatiOn please contact
US....
1-888-449-3357 \\'WW,SOUth·
woods.c.om
Technology firm of 20 years seeking
qualified nardware technician and programmer. Technical degree or equlvafent work experience required. Full
descrlptionr.t resume submission at
www.customwareinc.com

Loan d~ing Service. S2,000 lnvesrment. Represent Internet lenders closing
loans In borrowers homes. Permanent
PT/ FT income. We train Visit us at
www .ccclosers.com
Wanted: Students to train. CDL·A 16
day program. No money down. lodging- meals- transportation. C & C Trucl<
School. 1-877-554-3800
$SSCLASS A DRMRS$SS Company &
Owner Operators, Jeffersonville, I~
Regional Flatbed. Quality pay & Home
time. 812-283-4708, 800-332-4887
Freight awaits !...
you
_._ _ __
Deliver medical equipment to p.~tients
In their home throughout Central Kentucky. Experience with drlvingtdelivery

preierrt'l'l. CDL not required. FAX
resume to Greene Respiratory .'iU-8114051
RespiratOI}' Therapist- Work your own
schedule asse-;~lng oxygen patients in
thelr home$. Reimbui'Sf:ment per assess~I. Choose your own Keniucky territory. FAX resume: Greene Rcsptratcxy
513-831-4051

--- -------

Home l'veryday. louisville, KY &
Georgetown, KY areas. Class A & B Dri·
vers. lmmediaw openings. (2 yr recent
experience
requtred}.
www.abdrivM.com 866-270-2&6<;
COL-A Truck Dnving Training! One student per teacher. Make S40,000+ 1~
year possible! Competitively priced. job
placement, financing available, tuit•on
reimburstment. 502-320-2090. Ro.ld>
Scholars.
S$5 Drivt'fb Wanted S$$ Regional &
Over the rood. Company & Owner
Operatllf. COL Class-A. Flatbed, no tarp
freight. Good pay & home time.
1-800-738-9117
Driver- Flatbed Drivers can earn
$950+/wt'Ck at PCT. Home weekends,
good equipment & benefits. Class-A
COL requited. Stud£-nts Welcome. Call
Terry or Rach<•l, 8&6-838-3559.
Drivers Why Waitt Call Today. Star1
earning 0\'er $50,000, starting pay 37·
44 CPM. Guaranteed Home weekends,
assigned trucks, full benefits, eJ<perience
requtred. 800-441-4271 ext. KY-100
Company & 010 needed. 100% notouch freight. Home every weekt·nd. No
slip St'ating, rider program, pet policy,
.sign-on bonus and recruiting bonus for
all driwrs. Call Today, Start tumorrowl
1-800-324-5358 x248, 606-271..()8()1
Mechanic: Transport Specialist~ needs a
qualir1ed 1r.1iler mechanic. 1st shift.
Competitive w.tges. Benefits includ<'
medical/ dcnt,ll, vac.ttion, 401 k. Lexington arN call 859-2&3-3312. Ask lor D.m
or Tony or faJo. resume to
859-263·

1357
DriverfJ COl-A 01ark Motor Lines,
Company Drivers & Owner OJ>f'rators:
Home weekend, great pay & benMitJo,
OTR pay increase, starting at 38cpml
800-264-2033

Drivers FedEx Ground Perm.Jnent/ Seasonal Teams needed. .94-$1 .10 mde
"Onsite Discount fuel $1 .25 Calion"
COl-A + I yr. TT Ucp<.'l'ience requir!!d.
, - 866 · 832 - 6339
Turl16.Tottent!lfedcx .wm
Orivefioo Semi- Owner OperatM! Earn up
to S1.41 per mile. Free base plates, Pt'f·
m1ts, Qual-Com. No touch frcightl Drivers, check us out. 1-800-879-2486 x286

HEALTH
r<.unily Healltl<'dre W/Jli'C!•Uiption pl.•nl
S6<l.9:l/ ,\1(>. N<ltionwide I'IM'f.lgt', nulinlitalions. lndt.Jdes: OOdnr~ Dental V'ISion,
Hosp. & rmre.. EVCI)'OOC ~ Call
'<VCC 800-288-9214 ext. 2 132
Ra~oc M('<hcal lnsurann• w/RX r..nd,
Call fodav! 800-7944208. For only
S7/d.iy u~e ''"I' doctu1, dt•nt.tl, vi~ion,
pr&riptlon, lifl! in~ur,1nn• .md mme.
800·794-*208.
N(.w Power wht.-ekhai rs, sco<Jters.
Absolutely NO cust tu YOUI Call Tali
Free 1-866-146-4046

MISC.

Needed ... One ton trucks to move Ira vel trai lers and fifth wheel1o. Pay is JX''
mile wllh fuel surtharge and toll/ permit
reimbursements. Check us out at qualitydriveaway.com, 1-866-764-1601

Attention 1-tomeownt·rs: Di~pl.w homes
wanted for vonyl sidmg, window~. roots.
f.•sy nt~it tenns. No p<~ynwnts until
2006. Starting llt $9'1 month. Call
1-800-2'i 1-0843

TRAVEL

$$CASHSS Immediate C!Sh for Slluctured ~lements, annuitic:s, law suit,
mortgage notes & cash flows. JC Went·
worth II . 1-800-7'J4-7l l 0

Panama City Beach. s~ndpiper Beacon
Beach Resort. From $49 (1 -2 p. or arrive
Sun/ Mon- FREE night. c><pires 5117/06,
restrictions). Pools, river ride, suitLos,
8 0 0 • 4 8 8 • 8 8 2 8 •
_ __
www.sandpipcrbcac:._on_.c_om

''Christ Is All.' If you have Christ, ye>u
h.IVfl cvl•rything. Wii hout l<"'U~ Christ,
you havc absolutely nothing. Rt>.1d a
lifc<hangmg book at: www .thrist· I~
AII.us

Pawl~'lo

Island, litchfield, Litchfield by
the Sea & DcbordiN, SC. Affordable
houS&' condo !'E'ntals. Beach vacations
start here! www.l~chfcotte.corn. For
availability call 1·800-422·4777

----

~

--

EDUCATIONAL
Eam Degree online from home. "Mro·
leal, •Business, •Paralegal, '•Computers.
Job Placement assistance. Computer
and Financial ad If qualify. 866-1!5112121.
www.onllnetidewatertech.com

Cht-rry Blo~som. Georgetown, voted 11
public acc~s golf course o( 2004-2005
by ColtWcck ,\i.Jg.tllnc. KPCA &'ttlon
Ch.tm!>lunshlp host. Memlx'fshops ,1\'aoJ..
.tblc. f,Q2 -570-9849 or vistt out wch~ite
www.dwrryblos~m_golf.r. om

IIUNT ~LK, Red Stag, Whotl't,til, Buff.1lo.
Wild Boar, Our ~l!a.S(In; Now-Jf31 .106.
CuarantC<.'<I license, SS.OO· trophy in
two days. l'o-Camcl N()opay po1icy.
o,~ys
(31 4)209-91100;
cvenmgs
(J 14)29J-0610.
Divorce $195, lncorpnrCIIion S 195.
Yout ,JitPrnative to cxper1sive leg.1l fees!
l· ll00-303·1170
or
01 dprosl'rvice®aol...:om

Oru~sl I ind out
lorl,tyl In-horne drug tC>!.ltn~ prugr.tm~
(or tt'l.'ns. •(onficl<'fltlal •Acruratc 'lillv.
www.lkSun-l:lruglestingx!Vit t'5.Curn ·

Aw your teens 1>n

Fmd Af(ordahle rental housi ng on
Free ~al( hing, fret>

W\\W,KyRmt~.org!

listi n~~! Provided by the Kentucky
Houstng Corporation. [qu.JI Uouslng
Opportunity.

I RrE Rl'f.l<•rl R("vedls... ~low to po<ket
lnh•tl~t you pay Banks, ll'.l~ing .llld
Ct rdii·C:.lld ComtMnles... GPt b.1ck th<•
EN rtRf: purdldSC prict' nf Cars ,nwl Big·
Tkket ttcms' DON'"f fi n ~ nl c Cars;
Homes. College Fducatlon before readmg!
Ltmlted
Ttmc
Only·
www.findoutmorenow.com Passcodc:
TC58
GOL r. S<.•roous Bu~. X-PCA 1uur players

Deal<•os. Yr round bus. Dt•akrs
m.1lw up to $ HIOK yr. Est. Co. with ~uc
n..,, 'turio·s. S3QK inve5t u-q'd. llO(J.fi05458l

M!!.·k

f oeld Rcprescnt<rtlvcs: Advanced rlclcf
Scrvict'S seeks Field Represcnt.111vcs In
l<cmtudy to complete various resident iaI lnsura n<c dnd reaI estate property
survt·ys. ro .rppl)': W\~W ••liswdl.com
Govcrnmr nl Cu.rr.~nteed L.o.10s. A nl'W
I lome f<>J t\Jifil l Rf'fin.l!l("!' to I>.I)'Off
thu~ ll'ftuvt•r Christmas bill~! Cash uut
to send.that grad to college? 1·1100-7 1Q.
16~5 (lexington), www.kygovernmcnt·
loan$.Com EOL.
It's Spring CIC'..:rning n me! Improve the
Clppcarn11Ct' of your property! Pro(csSk%11, Cuolnrl·rdil.l .md ln<IU$tr i:tl PII 'S' ure Clt•,lf\ins .rnd p,,inllng 5<-rvke.
ln~urr·d . S,HI~t.Ktion Gu.u,mtt~·d. C.tll
Nowl irl'<' [,timoltlos! Toll lrl·l~ Af>f>425-7927
PARlYI!! Tonidtl at apartment 81 in

the Ghetto. BYOB. uD 270.227·1707
<~II the debik.
~ked .1t the door.

for

Hotness will
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